
Five boys from the same soccer team are waiting for their training session to begin. Your task is to determine the color of each

boy's soccer cleats and their positions on the �eld.

S. Cleats: black, green, orange, pink, purple

Name: Charles, Eric, Ivan, Oscar, Peter

Position: fullback, goalkeeper, mid�elder, striker, winger

Player: Beckham, Cruyff, Garrincha, Henry, Pele

Jersey: 11, 24, 33, 45, 79

The player wearing jersey number 33 is in the fourth

position.

The boy wearing Pink soccer cleats is right before the

boy who plays Fullback.

The boy wearing Black soccer cleats also admires

Beckham.

The boy wearing jersey number 79 is located at either

end.

The boy who regards Cruyff as his favorite player is

somewhere to the right of the boy wearing Black soccer

cleats.

The boy wearing Purple soccer cleats is somewhere

between the boy who cherishes Henry and the boy

wearing number 24 jersey, in that order.

Eric is located somewhere in between the Winger and

Oscar, respectively.

The boy playing as Striker is directly in front of Ivan.

The boy wearing jersey number 45 is adjacent to the

Goalkeeper.

Charles is positioned somewhere to the left of the

Fullback.

The player wearing jersey number 24 is located at one

end.

Charles is standing next to the Mid�elder.

The boy whose favorite player is Garrincha holds the

fourth position.

The player wearing the number 11 jersey is directly

after Ivan.

Peter is standing next to the Winger.

The boy playing in the Winger position comes just after

the boy wearing Orange soccer cleats.

The boy wearing Black soccer cleats is somewhere to

the right of the boy wearing Purple soccer cleats.
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Five boys from the same soccer team are waiting for their training session to begin. Your task is to determine the color of each

boy's soccer cleats and their positions on the �eld.

S. Cleats: black, green, orange, pink, purple

Name: Charles, Eric, Ivan, Oscar, Peter

Position: fullback, goalkeeper, mid�elder, striker, winger

Player: Beckham, Cruyff, Garrincha, Henry, Pele

Jersey: 11, 24, 33, 45, 79

The player wearing jersey number 33 is in the fourth

position.

The boy wearing Pink soccer cleats is right before the

boy who plays Fullback.

The boy wearing Black soccer cleats also admires

Beckham.

The boy wearing jersey number 79 is located at either

end.

The boy who regards Cruyff as his favorite player is

somewhere to the right of the boy wearing Black soccer

cleats.

The boy wearing Purple soccer cleats is somewhere

between the boy who cherishes Henry and the boy

wearing number 24 jersey, in that order.

Eric is located somewhere in between the Winger and

Oscar, respectively.

The boy playing as Striker is directly in front of Ivan.

The boy wearing jersey number 45 is adjacent to the

Goalkeeper.

Charles is positioned somewhere to the left of the

Fullback.

The player wearing jersey number 24 is located at one

end.

Charles is standing next to the Mid�elder.

The boy whose favorite player is Garrincha holds the

fourth position.

The player wearing the number 11 jersey is directly

after Ivan.

Peter is standing next to the Winger.

The boy playing in the Winger position comes just after

the boy wearing Orange soccer cleats.

The boy wearing Black soccer cleats is somewhere to

the right of the boy wearing Purple soccer cleats.
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Player #1 Player #2 Player #3 Player #4 Player #5

S. Cleats orange purp�� black pink gr��n

Name Pe��r Ivan Char��s Eric Oscar

Position stri��r winger go��k��per mid��el��r fu��back

Player Henry Pe�� Beckham Garrincha Cruy��

Jersey 79 45 11 33 24
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